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When you have had a burn or scald there are a few things that you can 
do to help your skin recover more quickly once it has healed. There are 
also quite a lot of common questions that people ask about what they 
should be doing and what they can and can’t do.

Can I wash my skin normally now that it has healed?

It is fine to bath or shower as often as you would normally do, once you 
are not wearing dressings. It is good for your skin to wash, bath or 
shower once daily as this helps to make sure the cream is cleaned off 
properly. We do recommend that you use a non-perfumed soap or baby 
soap at first though, in place of your usual soap, as some ordinary soaps 
can dry out your skin and make it itchy and sore. Using a flannel to wash 
with is also a good idea as the fabric is just right for cleaning thoroughly 
but gently.

Is there anything else I need to do to help my new 
skin?

Sometimes when skin has healed, it doesn’t produce the natural 
moisturisers that keep skin supple straight away. Massaging in a small 
amount of non-perfumed moisturising cream, such as Diprobase or 
aqueous cream about three times as a day can really help. It will help to 
stop your skin becoming dry and cracking. It can also help if itching is a 
problem. It is important not to use too much cream and to wash it off 
thoroughly at least once a day, as otherwise spots and blackheads can 
occur. Your nurse can show you how much cream to use and how to 
massage it in. Too much cream and rubbing it in too hard can cause 
blistering and skin breakdown. If your skin does get small blisters or 
areas that break down, it is best to cover them with a small dressing, like 
you did before it healed. It usually gets better quickly, but if it does not 
do so you can get back in touch with the person who provided your 
burn care, or your GP.
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Sometimes your nurse or therapist might suggest a special kind of 
massage (scar massage) before you put the cream on. This is useful for 
some people as part of their scar treatment but is not necessary for 
many people. If it is recommended for you, the nurse or therapist will 
show you how to do it and tell you how often to do it.

Why have I been told to wear sun-cream?

When your skin is first healed, it is very delicate, like a baby’s skin, and 
it won’t have its normal protection against the sun. It is important to 
wear a high factor sun-cream (Factor 50) when you go out in the sun, 
even if you are not going to be sitting in it. Without the sun-cream, your 
skin will burn more easily and if it does become tanned, it may not fade 
like a normal tan, instead leaving you with a permanent brown stain on 
your skin. This can be the case for up to 2 years. It is also true for people 
with black skin who may not have worried much about sun exposure 
before the burn.

If you are wearing pressure garments, these will not provide enough 
protection from the sun and you should use sun-cream under the 
pressure garment. Clothing which does not allow sunlight to pass 
through it will provide enough protection from the sun. If your burn was 
on your face or neck then a peaked cap or broad-brimmed hat as well 
as sun-cream may be useful.

What can I do to help with itching?

During healing and sometimes afterwards too, the skin can be very 
itchy. It is far better to try and soothe the itch, rather than scratch it as 
in the long run, this will only cause it to become itchier as well as 
damaging your new skin.

Washing your skin with very warm water will make it itchier, so try 
washing with tepid (but not cold) water. Avoid products containing 
perfumed soaps; go for non-perfumed soap or bath oils or baby soap 
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instead. Regular use of a non-perfumed moisturising cream will also 
help relieve the itch. Make sure that you keep your fingernails cut short 
to avoid accidental scratching whilst asleep. Anti-histamine tablets are 
available over the counter in chemists or supermarket pharmacies. Ask 
the chemist for advice on which brand to buy. Avoiding woollen or 
nylon clothing will help your skin to be less itchy. If itching carries on 
being a problem for you, other treatments or medicines may be suitable 
for you, so ask your Burn Care Provider or GP about these.

When can I start to go swimming?

Most swimming pools in this country will not let you swim whilst you 
have open wounds. When you have open wounds, swimming in water 
that may not be clean could lead to an infection in your wound. 
However, once you have fully healed, swimming is a very good exercise 
and if you enjoy it then you should be able to get back to it once you 
have healed. It is possible to swim in pressure garments if you are 
wearing them but they should be changed after swimming. It is also 
important to wash off the chlorine from your skin as soon as possible 
after swimming, preferably by showering, and to moisturise once again 
as normal.

When can I start going to the gym / doing sports?

Exercise is good for you and advice will vary depending on where you 
have been burned and how long it has taken to heal, and whether or 
not you have had a skin graft. As a rule of thumb, if you have only very 
light dressings and have not had a recent graft then going to the gym 
should be alright with a few precautions. You must make sure that your 
exercises do not rub the burn or cause any remaining dressings to rub 
your new skin. New skin is fragile and care must be taken not to bump 
it, knock it or cause chafing.

As a general rule, contact sports should be avoided for approximately 6 
weeks after the burn or skin graft healing for the same reasons. Please 
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be aware that skin may be more delicate than usual for longer than this 
depending on your original injury.

When can I return to work?

This depends on your injury and the kind of job that you do. Many 
people can work with small burns as long as they are covered with a 
dressing. Dressings do need to be kept clean and dry. If you do a heavy 
manual job, or your work environment is very dirty, you may be advised 
not to work until your wound has healed. This may also be the case after 
a skin graft or if you have been advised to spend a lot of time with your 
feet up (leg / foot burns only) to help healing.

Is there anything else I need to look out for?

Scarring can be a problem after burns have healed. Usually, it is only a 
problem for people whose burns have taken longer than 3 weeks to 
heal and people who have had a skin graft. The kind of scarring we are 
talking about is hard, lumpy raised scarring which can often be quite red 
in colour. This is called hypertrophic scarring and people who are likely 
to develop it are referred for scar management. Occasionally, people 
who are not in the above groups do start to develop this scarring due to 
their genetic make-up. If you are going to develop it, it will happen in 
the first 6-8 weeks after healing. If you think that it is developing then 
you should contact the Burns Unit if you have already been treated by 
us. If you have not been treated by us, then you need to see your GP.

When burns first heal, they are often pink in colour. This is due to all the 
extra tiny blood vessels your body has made to heal the burn. It usually 
fades in the weeks after the burn has healed but can remain for longer. 
People with black skin often notice that their new skin grows back pink 
initially. How skin pigment returns is very unpredictable, sometimes it 
comes back lighter, sometimes darker and sometimes rather unevenly, 
or it can match your normal skin colour exactly. What is certain is that it 
changes, usually for the better, over the weeks and early months after 
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healing. In other words, what you see when you have first healed is not 
the end result and often it can improve fairly quickly.

Cosmetic Camouflage is a kind of make-up which can be used to 
disguise permanent changes in skin pigmentation. This is a service 
which is available at the Northern General Hospital through the 
Pharmacy Department. If you think that you would be interested in this 
you can be referred for an appointment. If you are still seeing a member 
of the Burns Team then they can refer you. If you are not seeing a 
member of the Burns Team, then your GP can refer you.

If you feel your problems with scarring are worsening and you are 
currently being seen by an Occupational Therapist for scar 
management, they will have given you a telephone number and you 
should contact them.

If you have been discharged from the Burns Service because you were 
healed but now feel that you may be developing problems with 
scarring, you are welcome to contact the Burns Unit for advice.

Sister Sue Hague, the Burns Rehabilitation Sister, or any of the Burns 
Team will try to help and can be contacted on:

• 0114 271 4129
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